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This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and extended curriculum topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision and exam practice questions, background
information and reference material.
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus. Accounting principles and practices have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the contents to students whose first language is not English. The book
reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of Accounts syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.
Written by highly experienced authors, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook provides complete support for the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus offered by CIE. This book contains exercises that provide clear progression to students as they go along. A wide variety of questions develop all the skills needed to succeed in the IGCSE Chemistry examination. Simple and clear language makes this book accessible to a range of abilities.
This workbook is fully endorsed by CIE and is intended to be used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook. A Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.
An OCR endorsed textbook Build strong knowledge and skills with this market-leading Student Book from OCR's Publishing Partner for GCSE Business; fully updated by subject experts for the 2017 specification, it provides comprehensive content coverage, engaging case studies and assessment activities. - Develops understanding of business concepts and theories through clear explanations, illustrated by diagrams and
cartoons that help all learners access the content - Cements and extends subject knowledge with case studies that encourage students to think commercially about contemporary issues and contexts - Enables students to apply their learning and strengthen their investigative, analytical and evaluation skills as they progress through a range of activities - Prepares students for assessment with a variety of practice questions and
handy tips for successfully answering different question types - Supports revision by summarising the learning outcomes, key terms and facts for each unit
IGCSE Physics Challenging Drill Solutions (Yellowreef)
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Computer Science Second Edition
The Bariatric Bible
Challenges, Opportunities, and Policy Priorities
Cambridge IGCSE Physics 3rd Edition plus CD

Featuring a wealth of digital content, this concept-based Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack has been developed in cooperation with the IB to provide the most comprehensive support for the new DP Mathematics: applications and interpretation HL syllabus, for first teaching in September 2019.
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry syllabus (0620) is fully updated for the revised syllabus from first examination from 2016. Written by a team with teaching and examining experience, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible coverage of the syllabus. Suggestions for
practical activities are included, designed to help develop the required experimental skills. Exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CD-ROM are designed to help students maximise their chances in their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are provided on the CD-ROM.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for examination from 2020. Discover business theory beyond the classroom by exploring real-world international businesses through case studies; rely on a tried-and-tested Student's Book to ensure full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Business
Studies syllabuses (0450/0986/7115). - Encourage understanding with engaging case studies and clear and lively text gradually building content knowledge. - Develop application and evaluation skills with hundreds of engaging activities and examination-style questions throughout. - Deepen understanding through systematic syllabus coverage and a spiral structure
revisiting material in a structured way. - Navigate the syllabuses confidently with subject outlines clearly defined at the start of each chapter and syllabus-matching section headings. - Check understanding with revision checklists enabling reflection, and suggested further practice. - Reinforce learning with selected answers and additional multiple-choice questions as
well as a glossary of key terms online. Available in this series: Student Textbook Fifth edition (ISBN 9781510421233) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420106) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420113) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421257) Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424128) Study and Revision Guide (ISBN 9781510421264)
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and extended curriculum specified in the IGCSE Physics syllabus, The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision
and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.
Life of Pi
Student Learning in South Asia
Poisoning in the Modern World
Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM
OCR GCSE (9-1) Business, Third Edition

Complete Chemistry is a revised and enlarged edition of the popular GCSE Chemistry improved to bring it totally up-to-date. This book covers all syllabuses with core material, for Double Award, and extension material, for Science: Chemistry. The breadth and depth is
sufficient to stretch your students aiming for the top grades and makes it an excellent foundation for those intending to progress to advanced level chemistry. Key Points: · Now includes all the necessary topics for IGCSE · Concepts and principles of chemistry presented
in a clear, straightforward style · Lively and colourful coverage of the relevance of chemistry in the real world · End of chapter testing with more challenging and structured questions · Examination style questions · Pagination remains the same as GCSE Chemistry so that
the two can be used alongside each other
This book results from a Special Issue related to the latest progress in the thermodynamics of machines systems and processes since the premonitory work of Carnot. Carnot invented his famous cycle and generalized the efficiency concept for thermo-mechanical engines. Since
that time, research progressed from the equilibrium approach to the irreversible situation that represents the general case. This book illustrates the present state-of-the-art advances after one or two centuries of consideration regarding applications and fundamental
aspects. The research is moving fast in the direction of economic and environmental aspects. This will probably continue during the coming years. This book mainly highlights the recent focus on the maximum power of engines, as well as the corresponding first law
efficiency upper bounds.
• questions from very challenging examinations since 2003 • complete solutions • arranged in topical order to facilitate drilling • complete and true encyclopedia of question-types • comprehensive “trick” questions revealed • tendency towards carelessness is greatly
reduced • most efficient method of learning, hence saves time • very advanced tradebook • complete edition eBook available
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037), for first examination from 2020. This coursebook gives clear explanations of new mathematical concepts followed by exercises. This allows students to
practise the skills required and gain the confidence to apply them. Classroom discussion exercises and extra challenge questions have been designed to deepen students' understanding and stimulate interest in Mathematics. Answers to coursebook questions are in the back of
the book.
Edexcel Award in Algebra Level 3 Workbook
Carnot Cycle and Heat Engine Fundamentals and Applications
Cambridge Igcse Mathematics
Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies Coursebook with CD-ROM
New Tricks for an Old Dog?
Diagrams and practical examples from teachers' experiences around the world illustrate the advice given. Shows how to choose books, a room and resources.Explains how to establish a simple classification and cataloguing system.Shows how to encourage active teacher and student involvement.Explains how to make the most of limited resources.Ideal for teachers and others who
are not trained librarians.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Develop your students computational thinking and programming skills with complete coverage of the latest syllabus from experienced examiners and teachers. - Follows the order of the syllabus exactly, ensuring complete coverage - Introduces students to self-learning exercises, helping them learn how to use their knowledge in
new scenarios Accompanying animation files of the key concepts are available to download for free online. See the Quick Links to the left to access. This book covers the IGCSE (0478), O Level (2210) and US IGCSE entry (0473) syllabuses, which are for first examination 2015. It may also be a useful reference for students taking the new Computer Science AS level course (9608).
Equip your learners with the skills central to success. Enabling you to build, extend and perfect the skills crucial to achievement, this text strengthens performance in all areas of assessment. With a focus on practical work that accessibly connects material to real, global issues, itdevelops a thorough foundation of skills that drive performance.
This workbook is designed to build proficiency in algebra for students who want to progrss beyond algebra at Level 2, or achieve a GCSE Mathematics Grade A or A*, or move with confidence into AS Mathematics.
Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Biology Workbook
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language Coursebook with Audio CD
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM
IGCSE Chemistry
English as a Second Language: IGCSE, Third edition matches the requirements of the revised University of Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) syllabus. The series is written by an experienced IGCSE teacher and trainer and is endorsed by CIE. Coursebook 2 is an exam-preparation course, offering clear, practical support for students. The units utilise a diverse range of
topical stimulus material to enliven the subject. They also include imaginative activities and exam tips, designed to build confidence and develop the skills needed to succeed in the examination. Audio CDs are included for use with the listening activities.
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher and examiner, Cambridge IGCSE Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible coverage of the syllabus content. Suggestions for practical activities are
included, designed to help develop the required experimental skills, with full guidance included on the CD-ROM. Study tips throughout the text, exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CD-ROM are designed to help students prepare for their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are
provided on the CD-ROM.
The History and Future of the World Trade Organization is a comprehensive account of the economic, political and legal issues surrounding the creation of the WTO and its evolution. Fully illustrated with colour and black-and-white photos dating back to the early days of trade negotiations, the publication reviews the WTO's achievements as well as the challenges faced by the
organisation, and identifies the key questions that WTO members need to address in the future. The book describes the intellectual roots of the trading system, membership of the WTO and the growth of the Geneva trade community, trade negotiations and the development of coalitions among the membership, and the WTO's relations with other international organisations and
civil society. Also covered are the organisation's robust dispute settlement rules, the launch and evolution of the Doha Round, the rise of regional trade agreements, and the leadership and management of the WTO.
Snakebites are well-known medical emergencies in many parts of the world, especially in rural areas. Agricultural workers and children are most affected. The incidence of snakebite mortality is particularly high in South-East Asia. Rational use of snake anti-venom can substantially reduce mortality and morbidity due to snake bites. These guidelines are a revised and updated
version of those published in 2011. The geographical coverage extends from India in the west to DPR Korea and Indonesia in the east, Nepal and Bhutan in the north, and to Sri Lanka and Indonesia in the south and south-east. Snakes inhabiting the Indonesian islands east of Wallace's line (West Papua and Maluku Islands) are part of the Australasian elapid fauna, differing from
those west of this line. This publication passes on a digest of available knowledge about all clinical aspects of snake-bite to medically trained personnel, including medical doctors, nurses, dispensers and community health workers. They will provide sufficient practical information to allow medically trained personnel to assess and treat patients with snake-bites at different levels
of the health service.
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics Coursebook
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM
Cambridge IGCSE Biology 3rd Edition
The History and Future of the World Trade Organization
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Geography Coursebook with CD-ROM

Songs of Ourselves: the University of Cambridge International Examinations Anthology of Poetry in English contains work by more than 100 poets from all parts of the English speaking world.
This comprehensive guide offers advice on the types of surgery on offer and highlights the many diets that are required prior to surgery. Its main focus is on advice and recipes for after surgery to help the post-op patient maximise their best chance of long-term success with weight-loss and better health.
Fully revised and updated content matching the new Cambridge International Examinations Biology 9700 syllabus for first teaching in 2014 and first examination in 2016. The PDF ebook of the fourth edition of the AS and A Level Biology coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge and skills students need to acquire during this CIE course. Written by renowned and leading experts in Biology
teaching, the ebook is easy to navigate with colour-coded sections and clear signposting throughout. Self assessment questions allow learners to track their progression through the course and exam-style questions at the end of every chapter provide opportunity for learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations. Contemporary contexts and applications are discussed throughout enhancing the relevance
and interest for learners.
With a wealth of questions, this book gives your students the practice they need to deepen their understanding of the syllabus content and achieve exam success. - The perfect resource to use throughout the course to ensure you learn the topics and practice the syllabus content. - Contains a wealth of levelled questions, including Stretch and Challenge for higher ability students. - Plenty of exam-style
questions and actual exam questions from past Cambridge exam papers for exam success. Answers to all questions are available on the accompanying Teacher's CD. This title has not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process.
Cambridge IGCSE® Physics Workbook
Complete Chemistry for Cambridge IGCSE®
Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business, Second Edition
Guidelines for the Management of Snakebites
English Collocation in Use. Per Le Scuole Superiori
This revised set of resources for Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies syllabus 0450 (and Cambridge O Level Business Studies syllabus 7115) is thoroughly updated for the latest syllabus for first examinations from 2015. Written by experienced teachers, the Coursebook provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus. Accessible language combined with the clear,
visually-stimulating layout makes this an ideal resource for the course. Questions and explanation of key terms reinforce knowledge; different kinds of activities build application, analytical and evaluation skills; case studies contextualise the content making it relevant to the international learner. It provides thorough examination support for both papers with questions at
the end of each chapter and an extensive case study at the end of each unit. The CD-ROM contains revision aids, further questions and activities. A Teachers CD-ROM is also available.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for examination from 2023. Benefit from the knowledge of our renowned expert authors to navigate through the content of the updated Cambridge IGCSETM and O Level Computer Science syllabuses (0478/0984/2210). - Develop computational thinking and problemsolving skills: clearly-explained concepts are followed by opportunities to implement in the programming language of choice. - Build an understanding of computer systems and associated technologies: carefully prepared worked examples explain new ideas alongside activities to test and consolidate. - Navigate the syllabus confidently: supplementary subject content is
flagged clearly, with introductions to each topic outlining the learning objectives. - Satisfy curiosity: students are encouraged to deepen their knowledge and understanding of the subject with Extension Activities and Find Out More. - Consolidate skills and check understanding: self-assessment questions, activities and exam-style questions are embedded throughout the
book, alongside key definitions of technical terms and a glossary. Answers to the Student Book are available in Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Computer Science Teacher's Guide with Boost Subscription 9781398318502
Fully revised and updated content matching new Cambridge International Examinations 9701 syllabus for first examination in 2016. Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, this digital edition comprehensively covers all the knowledge and skills students need during the A Level Chemistry course (9701), for first examination in 2016, in a reflowable format,
adapting to any screen size or device. Written by renowned experts in Chemistry teaching, the text is written in an accessible style with international learners in mind. Self-assessment questions allow learners to track their progress, and exam-style questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations. Answers to all the questions from within the
Coursebook are provided.
The Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences series is tailored to the 0653 and 0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019, and all components of the series are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Coursebook is tailored to the 0653 and 0654 syllabuses for first examination
in 2019 and is endorsed for full syllabus coverage by Cambridge International Examinations. This interdisciplinary coursebook comprehensively covers the knowledge and skills required in these courses, with the different syllabuses clearly identified. Engaging activities in every chapter help students develop practical and investigative skills while end-of-chapter
questions help to track their progress. The accompanying CD-ROM contains self-assessment checklists for making drawings, constructing and completing results tables, drawing graphs and designing experiments; answers to all the end-of-chapter questions and auto-marked multiple-choice self tests.
Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Coursebook with CD-ROM
Cambridge Igcse Biology
Songs of Ourselves
Environmental Systems and Societies
Mathematics - Applications and Interpretation
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625) is fully updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by a highly experienced author, Cambridge IGCSE Physics Workbook helps students build the skills required in both their theory and practical examinations. The exercises in this write-in workbook help to consolidate
understanding and get used to using knowledge in new situations. They also develop information handling and problem solving skills and develop experimental skills including planning investigations and interpreting results. This accessible book encourages students to engage with the material. The answers to the exercises can be found on the Teacher's Resource CD-ROM.
The Cambridge IGCSE Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences series is tailored to the 0653 and 0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019, and all components of the series are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. This Biology Workbook is tailored to the Cambridge IGCSE Combined Science 0653 and Co-ordinated Sciences 0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019 and
is endorsed for learner support by Cambridge International Examinations. Covering both the Core and the Supplement material, this workbook contains exercises arranged in the same order as the coursebook and are clearly marked according to the syllabus they cover. Developing students' scientific skills, these exercises are complemented by self-assessment checklists to help them evaluate
their work as they go. Answers are provided at the back of the book.
This second edition, written especially to support the University of Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE Mathematics (0580) syllabus, is now in full colour and includes a student's CD. The text is ideal for students following the Extended Curriculum. International contexts are used throughout to aid understanding and ensure this text is relevant to students everywhere.
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a young castaway who faces immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a meditation on religion, faith, art and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the threads of all of our best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious spiritual adventure that makes us question what it means to be alive, and to believe.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Business Studies 5th edition
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM
Setting Up and Running a School Library
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts

The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most comprehensive range of
additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international qualifications We are working with Cambridge International Examinations
to gain endorsement.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam: June 2019 Endorsed for Edexcel Let Ian Marcouse successfully steer you through the new specification with his proven and popular approach to Business; clear content coverage is
enhanced by numerous real-life examples to create a course that engages, motivates and develops every student. - Breaks down the content of the 2017 specification into clear, accessible explanations of important concepts and theories - Helps students apply their knowledge
to a range of real business examples, issues and contexts, supported by 'Talking Points' that encourage critical and commercial thinking - Improves quantitative, investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through end-of-chapter exercises - Builds students' confidence
approaching their exams as they practise calculation, short answer and extended-writing questions with stimulus materials - Boosts students' vocabulary and supports revision with definitions of key terminology for each topic
Fully updated and matched to the Cambridge syllabus, this stretching Student Book is trusted by teachers around the world to support advanced understanding and achievement at IGCSE. The popular, stretching approach will help students to reach their full potiential. Written
by experienced authors, this updated edition is full of engaging content with up-to-date examples to cover all aspects of the Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will lead students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and practical
skills with regular questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest ability students and prepare them to take the next step in their learning. Practice exam questions will consolidate student understanding and prepare them for exam success.
You will also receive free access to extra support online, including practice exam questions, revision checklists and advice on how to prepare for an examination.
Over 400 years ago, Swiss alchemist and physician Paracelsus (1493-1541) cited: "All substances are poisons; there is none that is not a poison. The right dose differentiates a poison from a remedy." This is often condensed to: "The dose makes the poison." So, why are we
overtly anxious about intoxications?In fact, poisons became a global problem with the industrial revolution. Pesticides, asbestos, occupational chemicals, air pollution, and heavy metal toxicity maintain high priority worldwide, especially in developing countries. Children
between 0 and 5 years old are the most vulnerable to both acute and chronic poisonings, while older adults suffer from the chronic effects of chemicals. This book aims to raise awareness about the challenges of poisons, to help clinicians understand current issues in
toxicology.
IGCSE Physics
Complete Chemistry
Second Edition
Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been written specifically for Cambridge International syllabuses 0460 and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs and case studies, the coursebook requires students to examine a range of information, helping to build their analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors and Cambridge trainers, this coursebook is updated to
support both Cambridge IGCSE and O Level students. It includes clear and practical support, case studies from 25 different countries, fieldwork ideas and a range of interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM contains support sheets for the topics covered, outline maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the activities are in the teacher's resource.
This book analyzes the performance of South Asian educational systems and identifies the causes and correlates of student learning outcomes. Drawing on successful initiatives both in the region and elsewhere in the world, it offers an insightful approach to setting priorities for enhancing the quality of school education in South Asia.
Collocations are combinations of words which frequently appear together. Using them makes your English sound more natural. Presents and explains approximately 1,500 word combinations in typical contexts using tables, charts, short texts and dialogues.
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